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The simulation principles of monolithic microwave dynamic transistor negatrons
(circuits with negative differential active resistance) are introduced. The non-linear
model has been developed on the basis of non-linear charge model. The equivalent
circuit and Volterra series were used for the calculation of dynamic negatrons’
parameters. The expressions were obtained, which give the linear relation between
current and voltage charges and allow calculating the transferring characteristics.
Experimental oscillators are described, which confirm the theoretical predictions.
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Depending on the functional principles, the devices with negative
differential active resistance, which are called negatrons [1- 3], may be
classified into three groups:

negatrons with negative resistance and S-mode static ampere-
voltage characteristics (dynisters, trinistors);
negatrons with negative conductivity and N-mode static ampere-
voltage characteristics (tunnel, Gun diodes);

-dynamic negatrons with negative differential active resistance
for alternate current only (avalanche diodes and inverted
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common collector transistor circuits) [3, 4]. The negative resistance
in them arises by lag alternate current from the alternate voltage
Figure 1.

The dynamic negatrons have been used for filtering, frequency
multiplexing and other microwave applications [3].
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FIGURE la Static characteristics of S-type negatron.
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FIGURE lb Static characteristics of N-type negatron.
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FIGURE lc Time dependence of alternate current and voltage in dynamic negatron.

NON-LINEAR MODEL

A non-linear model of dynamic transistor negatrons has been
developed on the basis of charge-model equations [3]. As shown in
the previous works, the task of simulation of transit-time and injected
processes in transistor structures is reduced practically to the simu-
lation of accumulation and spreading of space charges, thus the
simulation is based on the use of charge model. The influence of the
space-injected charge of current-carriers on the opening and closing
time of emitter junction has been taken into account in the model. The
proposed non-linear model allows describing the stationary state of
the negatron.

In the large-signal mode the charge carriers, which are injected from
the emitter to the base, are accumulated in the base near emitter
junction and create the volume charge Q. This volume charge
discourages the carriers’ injection from emitter. As the result, the
emitter junction is closed rather early than in small-signal mode. The
injected volume charge increases proportionally to the applied voltage
and may be calculated through the diffusion capacity Ced. Figure 2
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Ceb

FIGURE 2 Where Ceb-barrier capacitance of emitter junction; Ced-diffusion
capacitance of emitter junction.

shows the equivalent circuit of the emitter junction in non-linear
mode.
The switching of capacitances from Cea to Ceb take place, when the

emitter junction is closed.
If impulse of the injected emitter current is set as:

ie I0 / Im sin t,

and the current of a diffusion capacity is equal to

dO
ice d--" (1)

The diffusion capacity is a constant of proportionality between applied
voltage and appropriate space charge Q:

Cde
Q 1
U reO.)T

where U (I0/Im sin wT)re- voltage on the emitter- base junction,
wr- limiting frequency, which is the--determined time of carriers for
current transferring in base.
Then by substituting values of Q, in (1) we would get

d(Io +Im sin wt)re(1/reWT)
Ice dt

and after manipulation:

ice Im COS wt.
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Condition of the closing of transistor’s emitter junction will be the
equality of the sum of active currents and capacity components of the
junction:

ie +ice =0,

or after substitution of currents’ values:

Io +Im sin wtl + Im cos wtl O. (2)

After introduction of a dimensionless factor Y= lo/lm the Eq. (2) takes
the aspect:

Y + sin Wtl -4- COS wt O. (3)
T

By solving Eq. (3) for Wtl, we shall determine the angle of closing of
the emitter junction 1 Wtl. Cosine component in Eq. (2) describes
the charge’s current of the diffuse capacity of the emitter junc-
tion. Time of opening of emitter junction t2 and angle of opening
b2 =wt2 are find under condition when cumulative charge equals to
zero, which flows back through the barrier capacity in the recharge
process:

’ (Io Im sin wt)dt 0

As the corollary, input current of the transistor in large signal mode
considerably differs from small-signal mode, and has a form of short
impulse.
The input current of the non-linear mode is shown in Figure 3.
The voltage on the emitter could be circumscribed by a set of

equations:

(lout +Im eoswt 12m) at a)tl < t < t2

Ue E at wt2 < wt < 27r + Wtl.

The full equivalent resistance of emitter junction on frequency of
the first harmonics is calculated as the ratio of complex amplitude of
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ice, ire

FIGURE 3

voltage on emitter junction to complex amplitude of emitter’s current:

Io -IoZe re + iXe, re 4w2C2eoE,F1, Xe 4w-E, F2,

where F1, F2-auxiliary factors, which are from the equations for U21,
U22, appears in function Y.

In view of the entered improvements the charge equation is solved.
We search solutions as periodic function. Thus it is possible to describe
the composite equations, which appears in the function of time,
Fourier series with a limited amount of terms. After substituting them
in the charge equation it breaks up to a system of algebraic equations,
which are solved by method of iteration.
The circumscribed theoretical model differs from known one,

because it describes dynamic differential parameters of transistor’s
emitter junction. However, for full exposition of work of the transistor
it is necessary to simulate the processes too, which occur in the field of
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base. The known models take into account current’s transferring-time
of carriers in the base, but they do not take into account the phase
shift, which is between the current and voltage in the base and its
dependence on amplitude of the signal. The proposed model, which
takes into account the dependence of an equivalent resistance of base
upon magnitude of a space charge, which is concerned with amplitude
of the signal.
The complex resistance of base in view of modulation of

conductivity is equal to:

=KT 2 [1 +Zb
qlE b + 1

(1/2)h2W2( log Q 1) ]+

=rb{1 + (1/2)[(1 +jw’h)W2/(Da’h)]( log Q
+ (1/(2(1

where

-h-life-time of the non-ground carriers at a high level of injection;
Da-ambipolar coefficient of diffusion;
#n, #p-electron’s and hole’s mobility accordingly;
Q-charge of non-ground carriers, which are accumulated in base of

the transistor.

where,

Neglecting the magnitude iwrh, as jwrh << 1, we would get:

jo;(Lbl/rb) ] (4)Zb . rb + 1 -+’jo)(Lbl/R1)

Lb rb(W2/2Da)( logQ 1),

Lbl W2

R1 Rb rb rb( log Q- 1), R--- 2Da"
Thus, the impedance of base of the transistor in view of modulation

of conductivity can be presented as a circuit, which consists of a
resistor R1 and inductance L, magnitude of which depends on the
current, which flows back through them. Thc obtained equations
have physical significance. In the Eq. (4) log Q is proportional
to longitudinal sequential voltage in active area of the base, which is
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defined by the equation:

qUb
logQ

Kr

Then the Eq. (4) with reference to (5) could be presented as

(KT2)(qUbL qle b +

Or with the help of dimensionless factor:

where Dp-hole’s coefficient of diffusion in base.
The complete equivalent circuit of transistor negatron, intends to

expose a non-linear mode of negatron. The equivalent circuit
designated as non-linear, maps its dependence of parameters from
voltages, which are applied, and from currents, which flow back in the
transistor. The equivalent circuit also takes into account the known
processes, which arise at high level of injection: Vebster, Kirk, Erli and
modulation of conductivity of basic effects Figure 4.
The inductance of the base in the circuit also takes into account

external inductance of the feed-back circuit. With the help of
obtained equivalent circuit by submitted values of currents and vol-
tages, the factors of a matrix of transmission [A], scattering [S],
conductivity [Y], resistance [Z] could be calculated. Equivalent cir-
cuit allows to calculate the AT impedance matrix and its character-
istics, when the currents and voltages of transistor junctions change
Figures 5, 6.
The proposed non-linear model allows to describe the stationary

state of negatron. The non-linear equations, which define current-
voltage dependencies, can be described by multiple Taylor power
series, where the components, which include small-signal response, can
be distinguished. Therefore the negatron can be described as a non-
linear system, consisting of linear and non-linear circuits.
The expressions for currents il, i2, describe linear circuits through

the convolution of pulse-periodical function (Volterra series) for the
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FIGURE 4 Equivalent circuit of the transistor negatron assigned to describe non-
linear mode.
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FIGURE 5 Components of impedance versus input power for different emitter
currents characteristics.
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FIGURE 6 Impedance components versus feed-back inductance characteristics.

stationary mode

il all (’r)" Ul (t- 7")d7" + a12(7"), u.(t- ’)dT+

d at’iah(t)+ iGe(t) +-t [qe(t) + "rlliGh(t)] i 12
i2 a22(’r), u2(t- 7")d7" + a21 (’). Ul (t- 7")d-+

d alV" iCe(t)+ iGh(t) + -t[qh(t) + "rv.ih(t)] i -i

(6)

where,

2zr L

OlN OlN(ee, e), T +--, a,, (t) - Yfl(jWl)ejtw’,
w

l=-L
L1 L

ly2(jwl)eflWta12 (t) a21 (t) I=Z-L Yf2 (jwl)ejlwt, a22 (t)
l=-L
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Yp,q-elements of conductivity matrix of the transistor’s linear circuit;
[’q-period of oscillation in system;
ice,/e-currents of emitter and collector junctions respectively;
qe, q-charges of barrier capacitance of emitter and collector junctions;
ul, u2-momentary input and output voltages;
as, at-direct and reverse current gains;
-p,q-time-constant in Hamilton’s rmodel;
p- Laplas operator.

If the frequency’s spectrum of input excitation is limited, then the
matrix equation for four-port input excitation and response written by
expressions

[v] (7)

where:

Yll Y12 ]Y21 Y22

the square matrixes which responded to system of Y parameters;

[i-t,,..., iol,..., tL,, i-L2,..., i02,..., iL2]T,

the input current matrix vector, which describes the current’s
change in emitter and collector circuits on the combined frequency;

[Uc] [dU1, dU2]r [dUe, dUk] [u-z,,..., uL,, u-z2, uz2]r

the output voltage matrix vector, which describes the voltage in
emitter and collector circuits on the combined frequency;

[Yq] diag(Y-Lpq,..., Y0pq,..., Ypq),

the diagonal matrix, which include the linear part of circuit’s
conductance in main diagonal;

[Ge], [Gk]-the convolution form of the differential active conduc-
tion matrix, which characterise current-voltage junctions;
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[C], [Ck]-the convolution form of the differential junctions
capacitance matrix;

[f] diag(-Lw + fl,..., f,... ,Lw / f),

the diagonal matrix of combination frequencies;

[T]-the diagonal lag matrix;
[Gae], [Gd-conductance matrixes, which are the Fourier series
coefficients as the functions product in time domain.

p,q= l,2; p/q= 3.

The matrix expressions (6) defines the output change for amplifying
and oscillating non-linear mode of dynamic negatrons.

Calculation and experimental measurement of input resistance of
the investigated negatron circuits have shown that, at a defined rela-
tion of the load in a feed-back circuit, both currents and voltages of an
active component feed of negatron resistance can accept a negative
value, with exceeding loss of resistance. In this case, the negatron will
work as the generator of sine wave oscillations. The developed models
against known, permit us to carry out the calculation of oscillator
parameters based on dynamic transistor negatrons. It has allowed
the development of new circuits for oscillating devices and the

TABLE Comparative table for the parameters of investigated and known oscillators

Broadband of
Type of Range of afrequency
the frequencies, modification, Out-put power, Efficiency,
transistor GHz MHz % MW %

Oscillator
on 0,8 + 1,6
KT911B

GT313B 0,3 + 0,8

KT913A 0,6+ 1,4

Analog 0,8
(US)

Analog 0,98 + 1,1
(Japan)

800 MHz
or 200 6,7
67%

500 MHz 20 5
or
98%

800 MHz 280 7
or
67%

240 MHz
or 250 5

0,5%
120 MHz

or 250 2,5
11,5%
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FIGURE 7

FIGURE 8

improvement of known circuit’s performance. The parameters of the
developed and investigated oscillators [3] are shown in Table I. The
parameters of investigated transistors are shown in Table II.
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TABLE II Parameters of investigated oscillators

Type of the Number of Frequency Pout Kn Error of
transistor transistors GHz mW DB simulation

2[]391 [--] 2 2 2 + 5 40 2 +4,5 15
2[]3101 V1- 2 2 + 3 20 4,2 +4,5 18
2Z]3114[-]- 6 2 1,5+4,5 60 + 2 12
2I]3115Vq 2 2 + 5 10 2 +6 12
2[-13124[ 2 3 4+6 15 2 +4 22
23134- 2 3 (without corpus) 0,5+ 1,5 15 2 +4 15

Experimental samples of negatronic oscillators are shown on
Figures 7, 8.
The non-linear model is developed on the basis of the non-linear

charge model. Equivalent circuit and Volterra series are used for
calculation of parameters of dynamic negatrons. Expressions were
obtained, which give the linear relation between current and voltage
charges and allow to calculate the transferring characteristics.
Experimental oscillators are described, that confirms the theoretical
predictions.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The principles of monolithic microwave dynamic transistor
negatrons are reduced that unlike known ones take into account
the influence of the large signal, currents and voltages of a feed on
dynamic differential parameters of negatrons.

2. With the help of developed models the analytical relations are
obtained. Dynamic differential parameters of transistor negatrons
have been investigate in a non-linear condition, which have enabled
to receive new scientific outcomes-dynamic, current and load
characteristics of negatrons, which were used for improving
engineering and operating performances, and also construction of
the new negatron devices.

3. The methods of theoretical and experimental research of non-linear
transistor negatrons and devices on their basis, that unlike known
ones allow to carry out researches of dynamic differential
parameters of negatrons in a non-linear mode, that has enabled
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to check up adequacy of the proposed models and analytical
relations.

4. On the basis of proposed models techniques of calculation of
devices parameters for control systems have been developed based
on non-linear transistor negatrons-tuneable oscillators.
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